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In Short

• Spectroscopic detection of chiral configurations in
supramolecular structures

• “Virtual experiment”: quantum chemical calcula-
tions of spectral fingerprints

• Combine statistical sampling with quantum linear
response calculations

• Obtain VCD spectra from Fourier-transformed cor-
relation functions

Superchirality is the chirality that atoms and
molecules experience when put in a supramolec-
ular embedding–that is, virtually all systems that do
not come across in the gas phase. In the condensed
phase non-covalent interactions play an important
role for structure and functionality of matter, be it
of biological or non-biological origin. As it happens,
supramolecular structures may be chiral (just think
of proteins that bind and recognise a messenger
molecule) and impose their chirality on neighbour-
ing domains. Hence, superchirality can be “felt” by
inmates (Edwin A. Abbott, Flatland: A romance of
many dimensions. 1884.)–but can it also be ad-
dressed experimentally? Can it be measured?

Figure 1: Chiral supramolecular structures impose their chirality
on neighbouring domains. Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is
able to grasp this superchirality experimentally.[1] Understanding
VCD measurements requires accurate theoretical simulations of
realistic models.
(c) 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 2: Calculated anharmonic solid-state IR (top) and VCD
(bottom) spectra of crystalline L-alanine and experimental data,
measured as a nujol oil mull. The theoretical result is substantially
influenced by the contribution of supramolecular correlations.
Calculated anharmonic solid-state IR (top) and VCD (bottom)
spectra of crystalline L-alanine. [1,2]
(c) 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) represents
such a technique which is able to resolve superchi-
rality where molecular vibrations act as antennae
that probe the molecule’s environment. It denotes
the chiral information that supplements conventional
(i.e., achiral) vibrational spectroscopy based on the
absorption of infrared (IR) light. As VCD combines
the structural specifity of IR spectroscopy with the
chiral sensitivity of optical activity, it leads to a broad
range of applications such as the determination of
the absolute configuration of chiral molecules and
exhibits an outstanding ability to resolve induced
chirality in orginally achiral regions.

Recently, we revealed how coherent vibrational
modes exploit the superchirality in L-alanine crys-
tals, leading to non-local enhanced VCD features.
There, the VCD-enhanced signal is ascribed to he-
lical arrangement of oscillators in the crystal layers
(Figure 2).[1] Delivering a quantitative atomic con-
ception of supramolecular chirality induction, our ab
initio scheme is applicable well beyond molecular
crystals, e.g., to address VCD in proteins and related
compounds. As enhanced-VCD phenomena have
been described for amyloid fibrils that are related
to neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s
disease, realistic model are badly needed for VCD
calculations. Yet, this implies not only designing
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Figure 3: We design realistic models of supramolecular setups
and perform highly accurate ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations.

a supramolecular setup in space, but also in time.
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) build the key
technology for a realistic phase space sampling, in-
cluding entropic effects. Resembling a “virtual exper-
iment”, the calculation of spetroscopic patterns rests
on a statistical ensemble of the molecular model.

This project aims for the theoretical modelling and
understanding of vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)
in the condensed phase. Our tool is ab initio molec-
ular dynamics (AIMD) simulations that enables us
to design realistic models of crystals, polymers, pro-
teins, or solvated structures. Combining ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) with Nuclear Velocity
Perturbation Theory (NVPT), we reach a compre-
hensive description of IR and VCD spectra based
on the Fourier-transform of the time-correlation func-
tions of electronic and magnetic dipole moments
that are calculated on the fly. Simulations with the–
now topical–pretensions of being both, realistic and
accurate, require the means of high performance
computation, for which the quantum chemistry and
solid state physics software packages that we use
(CPMD,CP2K) have been optimised.
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